
1. Columbia Men’s Shreddin™ Jacket 
Part of the high-end Titanium line, this coat has every 
imaginable feature: thermal reflective insulation, waterproof 
zippers, pockets for goggles and cell phones, unique spacious 
back pocket for a hat, underarm venting, and 100% waterproof/
breathable construction. $400 columbia.com
2. Columbia Men’s Jump Off ™ Pant 
Comfortable stretch construction and guaranteed 
waterproofness make these pants a powderhound’s favorite. 
Thermal reflective lining keeps them warm but light so you can 
move with ease. $250 columbia.com
3. Helly Hansen Women’s Motion Stretch Jacket 
While this techy jacket’s Primoloft® insulation and unique H2 
Flow venting system are its standout features, we love it thanks 
to its stretchy fabrication and comfortable wrist gaitors that 
make it a delight to wear all day. $350 hellyhansen.com
4. K2 Source Z Goggle 
Swap between two included lenses in a flash with this semi-
frameless pair that fits over or under a helmet. Includes cloudy 
flat light and variable light lenses. For men or women who 
prefer larger goggles. $145 en-us.k2snowboarding.com
5. Under Armour Men’s ColdGear Infared Baselayers 
Take staying warm to the next level! These thermo-conductive-
lined underlayers absorb and retain body heat for increased 
warmth without bulk. Sweat and stench are kept at bay thanks 
to wicking properties and an anti-odor treatment.  
$55 Leggings, $60 Top underarmour.com 
6. Icebreaker Skyline Hat 
The perfect après hat, this warm Merino beanie is blended with 
acrylic fabric to give it plenty of softness and stretch.  
$35 icebreaker.com 
7. Original Buff 
Buff invented multifunctional, warm headwear, and this classic 
design is still our favorite for riding. Wear it 12 ways: balaclava, 
hat, neck gaiter, and more. $20 buffusa.com 
8. Icebreaker Cascade Long Sleeve Zip 
The perfect midlayer under a shell, this Merino wool top has 
a fleece feel inside and smooth fabric on the outside. Zips up 
tall to keep your neck warm, eliminating the need for a neck 
warmer. $190 icebreaker.com
9. Dakine Men’s Fillmore Trigger Mitts 
Insulated mittens are warmer than gloves, but adding the 
lobster claw and touchscreen-friendly leather allows for easy 
phone use without taking them off. $55 dakine.com
10. Sorel Tofino Herringbone Boot 
Trade your boarding boots for these warm, microfleece-lined 
beauties when après lounging. Waterproof with great grip for 
snow trekking. $160 sorel.com
11. Ride Men's Anthem Boots 
Forget about your feet and enjoy the ride. Great feel and flex for 
all-day comfort, this all mountain boot has high-end features 
for a reasonable price: Boa with innovative over-toe lacing to 
eliminate pressure points, heat-moldable liner, and plush foam 
lining. $210 ridesnowboards.com
12. Ride Hellcat with DVA Bindings 
Beginning boarders need not apply, but this new all mountain 
board with rocker edges and camber underfoot is a favorite of 
hard-charging ladies who ride steeps, pow, and the park…often 
in the same day. Our favorite amongst all tested…and that  
says a lot. Pair with Ride’s DVA bindings for freestyle comfort 
and effortless riding thanks to a new urethane back that’s  
soft—yet supportive—for quick turns and steady flex.  
$510 Board,  $210 Bindings ridesnowboards.com
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1. Mountain Hardwear Women’s Straight Chuter Jacket 
This sexy waterproof softshell is designed for breaking trail. We 
can only assume Mountain Hardwear Athlete and local legend, 
Andrew McLean, had something to do with its inspiration.  
$450 mountainhardwear.com
2. Patagonia Women’s Capilene Lightweight Baselayers 
Fast-drying and super wicking--they’re made from 100% 
recycled polyester and are unbelievably comfortable, 
breathable, and durable. $49-$59 patagonia.com 
3. Outdoor Research Men’s Softshell Cirque Pants 
A great winter wardrobe option for the man who wants one 
pair of pants for every mountain adventure. Highly breathable, 
durable, and wind/weather resistant. $150 outdoorresearch.com
4. Anon Women’s WM1 Snow Goggles  
One of the coolest innovations in snow gear tech, these goggles 
have a Magna-Tech lens changing system. 14 rare-earth magnets 
on seven secure points of connection make for easy magnetic 
lens switching in variable light conditions. $219 anonoptics.com
5. Smith Men’s Vantage Snow Helmet with MIPS 
Features Aerocore construction that maximizes airflow, a BOA 
fit system with a 360-halo design, and MIPS technology—
specially designed to protect your brain from impact.  
$220 smithoptics.com
6. FITS Ski Pro Socks 
Very cushy high performance ski socks featuring dynamic toe 
cup, heel lock, a full contact cuff, flat-knit toe, arch, and calf for 
perfect boot fit. Made from wood, nylon, polyester, and Lycra. 
$23 fitssock.com
7. Icebreaker Oasis Balaclava 
This midweight insulation balaclava is ideal for varying 
temperatures because it’s made from Merino wool so it warms 
when it’s cold outside and cools when it’s warm outside. 
Breathable, odor resistant, and very soft. $34 icebreaker.com 
8. Arc’Teryx Men’s Lithic Mittens 
Warm fingers make happy skiers. These fully-featured technical 
true mittens are waterproof, breathable, insulated, durable, and 
allow for exceptional dexterity. $249 arcteryx.com
9. Dakine Arc 34L Technical Backpack 
This pack has all the bells and whistles: adjustable diagonal ski 
carry, dedicated A-frame ski carry, snow tool pockets, deployable 
helmet carry, a top load back panel entry, and, yes, an integrated 
rescue whistle. $170 dakine.com
10. K2 Luv Boat 108 Women’s Skis 
108 underfoot and perform nice ‘n’ floaty on pow days. Made 
with K2 Bioflex technology, all-terrain rocker and a bamboo 
core; they are a perfectly sweet freeride ski. $699 k2skis.com 
11. Salomon MTN Carbon S3 Ski Poles 
Featuring the Salomon S3 BC grip, articulated BC baskets, S3 
straps, Kevlar reinforcement, and an easy lock system, this is 
the adjustable carbon backcountry pole everyone wants.  
$150 salomon.com 
12. Atomic E Lithium 10 All Mountain Bindings 
Super lightweight and easy to adjust without tools, these all 
mountain bindings have an oversized platform, low-profile 
chassis, stomp pedal, step-in aid, and whole bunch of other 
technical details that make them pretty special. $119 atomic.com 
13. Black Diamond Equipment Shiva Mx Ski Boot (Flex 110) 
The women’s-specific version of the Factor Mx, the Shiva Mx, is 
incredibly comfortable and ideal for the gal who needs a one-
boot quiver for downhill and touring because of its swappable-
sole. $769 blackdiamondequipment.com
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